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T1V to Introduce ThinkHub Agile, Showcase Latest AirConnect
Mobile App at InfoComm 2018
T1V will introduce its newest ThinkHub solution developed for Agile teams and organizations,
ThinkHub Agile™, and unveil the latest AirConnect™ mobile app feature set, AirConnect
Access™, developed to enhance remote participation. Visit T1V at InfoComm18 Booth N2428.
T1V is excited to unveil its ThinkHub Agile™ solution developed for Agile teams and organizations.
ThinkHub Agile is a suite of digital tools that enhances Lean-Agile collaboration at all levels. With
ThinkHub Agile, participants can go from daily team-level ceremonies all the way to five iteration and
quarterly big room planning, utilizing a fully digital workspace. ThinkHub Agile utilizes a large interactive
Canvas that expands up to 20 times the size of the physical touchscreen, unlocking digital real estate that
can house mass amounts of data, content, and ideas for working brainstorming and strategic sessions.
ThinkHub Agile transforms the way Agile teams work. At its simplest level, teams can now host persistent
sessions that can be saved and resumed. Instead of using sticky notes, teams can now operate with
digital notes created on the Canvas or sent to the Canvas via the AirConnect mobile app (ThinkHub’s
companion app, which is free to all participants). Once notes and content has been shared to the Canvas,
ThinkHub Agile’s grouping capabilities allows teams to group and organize content for enhanced
visualization. What’s more, a search feature allows teams to group content based on keywords - a quick
organization tool to make Agile planning sessions even more efficient.
At the core of ThinkHub Agile, and all of T1V’s collaboration products, is AirConnect. T1V VP of Sales
and Marketing, Adam Loritsch, says “AirConnect has become a key focus for the organization in 2018,
and we’re excited to unveil our latest enhancements at InfoComm18. With AirConnect, we’re rethinking
the way globally dispersed teams engage with one another and with their shared content - making the
remote experience as ‘in-room’ as ever…”
AirConnect Access provides remote participants the same ThinkHub controls they would experience if
they were in-room. Connect to View, Control, Digitally Point, and download a PDF or native ThinkHub
Session file. Users can also send files to and download files from the ThinkHub Canvas through
AirConnect’s extensive feature set.
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In addition to ThinkHub Agile and AirConnect, T1V will be showcasing its full suite of collaboration
solutions, including its core ThinkHub BYOD collaboration solution, ViewHub BYOD presentation solution,
and ThinkHub MultiSite room-to-room collaboration. While each of these solutions can be applied to a
variety of room types, ranging from small conference rooms and huddle spaces to large conference
rooms and interactive auditoriums, T1V is able to provide a single, unified experience to organizations
looking to satisfy a range of collaborative activity.
T1V will also showcase its ThinkHub Connect active learning technology, developed for higher education
and corporate training environments. In addition to ViewHub, ThinkHub, and ThinkHub Connect
technology, T1V’s Interactive Solutions also include semi-custom software modules, like Interactive Map
and Interactive Timeline, which allow for fully branded environments that help users to better tell their
story.
We invite you to visit us at InfoComm18 at T1V Booth N2428. Please visit
https://www.t1v.com/lp/infocomm2018 to learn more and schedule your booth tour today.
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in multitouch, multiuser software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® multitouch collaboration,
ViewHub™ wireless presentation, and AirConnect™ mobile app - all working cohesively to support a
seamless, intuitive user experience for both in-room and remote participants. T1V’s suite of collaboration
software represents total meeting room solutions that replace much of the hardware we equate meeting
room technology with today.
T1V ThinkHub Connect™ active learning technology is designed to support a variety of teaching and
learning styles, from traditional lecture to team problem-solving and group-based work. The solution also
supports collaboration between students located at off-site locations and allows easy content sharing
between remote locations.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in large-scale,
interactive software technology, with four issued patents and two patents allowed in multitouch, multiuser
software.
To learn more, visit t1v.com.
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